FEATURES:

• Lightweight shell and Dual-Density EPS is 6 - 8oz lighter than comparable Shoei or Arai helmets.
• Retractable, internal SpeedView® Sun Visor changes positions with the slider switch.
• Both the outer face shield and internal sun visor feature toolless removal and installation for cleaning and replacement.
• KwikWick II® moisture-wicking, breathable helmet liner and cheek pads are removable and washable.
• Cheek pad and neck roll includes Anti-Roll-Off safety system to improve fit and help reduce wind noise.
• Custom colors and trim styles available.
• Sizes: XS - 3XL (20 7/8" - 26")
• 5 year warranty

Standard Visor:
1. Non-Removable Patent Leather with Silver or Gold Rank Band
2. Optional Side Caps

Optional Visor:
3. Removable Peak Visor and and Clear Face Shield
4. Optically correct, clear outer shield with state-of-the-art EverClear® No-Fog Faceshield technology.